Wisconsin Without Borders (WWB) is a UW-Madison alliance and award program that recognizes globally engaged interdisciplinary scholarship and fosters excellence by providing networking and recognition opportunities. Every spring we honor individuals and their work at the WWB Award Ceremony, receiving both recognition and a small financial award.

The Call for Nominations is now open!

Application Window: November 26, 2018 – March 1, 2019

Deadline: Friday, March 1, 2019 at 5:00 pm

Award Ceremony: Wednesday, April 10, 2019 at 4:00 pm

Conservation and Sustainable Development Service-Learning in Rural Ecuador

Previous WWB Awardee Catherine Woodward

The goal of involving students in this community-based research project in Ecuador is two-fold: First, to guide students in developing cultural competencies as they apply their college education and language skills in sociocultural contexts that are novel to them; and second, to facilitate a beneficial exchange of knowledge between US students and rural Ecuadorians that helps address economic and environmental challenges that are global in scope.

Individuals/groups can complete the award application directly, or individuals can nominate others by completing the same online application. Award categories include: Service Learning Award, Community Based Research, Peter Bosscher and 4W.

For more information about the process and the application form go to: go.wisc.edu/wwb

All of the above award categories may be awarded to an individual or to a group. Only one application will be reviewed for each project, including a group submission. Submissions need to reflect work predominately completed by February 2019 or demonstrate ongoing impact.

For more information, contact hrstephens@wisc.edu